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ABSTRACT

An overview of the objectives and progress made by the “Integrated Design of Steel Castings
for Service Performance” research program is presented.  The methods being used in the program to
predict the structural service performance of steel castings with porosity are reviewed.  Structural
performance predictions are given for a commercial steel casting applying the methods to known
porosity defects detected by radiography.  These are compared with measurements. Next, example
results are computed for service life throughout an entire casting using a predicted porosity field.  The
approach being taken to experimentally validate the effect of shrinkage discontinuities is described.
Results from this project task; the generation of test specimens having varying degrees of soundness is
presented.  Future work and project plans are summarized.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A primary concern of every steel foundryman is producing the highest quality steel casting
despite many constraints placed upon them.  Consistently high quality is not easy to achieve.  As the
reader well knows, it comes through knowledge and expertise in casting, and attention to the casting
process details.  It also comes at increased time and production costs, and the cost of improving
technology. Fortunately the highest level of casting quality is not warranted, nor is it usually required for
most commercial steel castings. It is safe to say that in almost all cases, the level of casting quality and
soundness required by part designers is not presently based on engineering principles, but their own or
their workgroup’s experience and practice. These soundness requirements impose many constraints on
foundries and limit the market for castings. Because of this, validated engineering methods for analyzing
and predicting the structural performance of cast parts with advanced models of the as-cast material
could revolutionize the casting industry.  Such advanced modeling would take into account the casting
process and incorporate porosity into the prediction of part strength and durability, or fatigue life.  The
development of engineering approaches to analyze, to better understand and predict casting
“soundness” quality and its effect on casting structural performance in service, is the focus of this work.

The determination of a steel casting’s “soundness” quality is based on non-destructive
examination (NDE) techniques; radiography, ultrasonic, eddy current, magnetic particle and dye
penetrant testing.  The relationship between quality level and the structural performance of the part in
service is rather speculative unless the designer requires the part to be the highest class of quality, i.e.
entirely sound with no surface imperfections. Part designers have long had their own notions about the
significance of levels of quality determined by these NDE methods and their relationship to casting
structural performance, and these vary depending on the designer. Sometimes NDE standards are
applied as if they were directly related to the casting service performance, which is a misunderstanding
or misuse of the standards.  In other words, NDE standards are often used as if they were structural
performance related standards, when they are actually workmanship standards.

Lacking an engineering approach that considers casting soundness, design engineers may be
over specifying the required casting soundness, over designing the casting with excessive safety factors,
or may misapply the NDE standards required for the part.  Over specifying the casting might result in
increased costs, or might result in a part that is not casting friendly, or even the part is deemed not
“castable”.  Over designing the casting results in a heavier casting, and perpetuates the myth that
castings cannot be lightweight.  Misapplying the NDE standards may result in specifying excellent
interior soundness though the part might fail during service from fatigue due to an undetected
discontinuity at the casting surface.

2. PROJECT OVERVIEW

As a response to the issues raised above, it is not proposed that steel foundries make more
unsound castings, but rather that they and the part designers begin to consider soundness in the part
design in a more advanced way.  Once designers can relate x-ray standards to part structural
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performance, fewer castings will be produced and rejected when not necessary, and likewise, fewer
castings will pass radiographic testing when they should not. From this work, engineering guidelines that
relate casting soundness to structural performance in service will begin to evolve, and it is envisioned
that this work will result in an increase in customer confidence in steel castings and in casting structural
performance.

The present work couples casting simulation and finite element stress analysis (FEA or
FEM) to predict the load-carrying capacity and durability.  In order to begin to use predictive models
for durability prediction in the presence of porosity, not only must casting simulation codes be able to
predict the location, distribution, and size of shrinkage discontinuities, but also information about its
shape. The smooth surface of a gas pore will very likely behave differently than the jagged surface of
dendrites associated with a macro-shrinkage produced cavity.  Using a stress analysis model that uses
the above-mentioned information from a casting simulation, the effect of the shrinkage discontinuities on
the structural performance of a cast steel component will be predicted in this study. High-resolution
radiography and strength/fatigue tests will be used to validate the model predictions. The integrated
casting simulation/stress analysis tool developed in this project will then allow for simultaneous
optimization of the casting process parameters (e.g., riser location) and the component geometry (e.g.,
section thickness) at an early stage in the product definition, as shown schematically in Figure 1. The
new predictive methods will be tested on selected commercial steel castings. Improved radiographic
inspection standards will be established that take into account the size and location of shrinkage
discontinuities on the structural performance of steel castings. New guidelines for the design of steel
castings will ultimately result.

This research program, “Integrated Design of Steel Castings for Service Performance”,
has ambitious objectives; to validate the analysis methods for casting soundness and structural
performance prediction developed through radiographic and mechanical testing, and to ultimately
propose new design guidelines and improved inspection standards.  At present, this research program is
approximately midway through a 42-month planned duration.  Expected benefits of the project are:

• Data on the effect of shrinkage discontinuities on the mechanical properties and structural
performance of steel castings.

• A validated simulation tool that predicts the location and amount of shrinkage discontinuities and
quantitatively evaluates the load-carrying capacity and fatigue durability of a cast component
containing the discontinuities.

• Improved capability to design steel castings with non-uniform mechanical properties (allow a
discontinuity where it can be tolerated, ensure soundness where needed) and examine the
tradeoffs between manufacturing costs and structural performance.

• New design guidelines based on meaningful radiographic inspection standards.

Other outcomes of the project should be improved designer and end user confidence in steel castings,
decreased casting weight, increased casting yield, new applications for steel castings, and reduced lead
time and cost through fewer design iterations.
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3.  REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

ASTM radiographic standards are presently used to specify the allowable level (or
severity) of shrinkage discontinuities in a steel casting.  Therefore, this work investigates the effect of
shrinkage discontinuities that are detected using the ASTM radiographic standards for steel castings
(ASTM E446, E186 and E280) on the structural performance of carbon and low alloy steel castings.
Current ASTM standards for radiographic testing of castings provide only a qualitative basis upon
which to accept or reject castings, and the accuracy in the x-ray rating is probably at best only ± 1 x-
ray rating grades [1, 2].  Also, under the present ASTM standards, it is entirely possible, for example,
for the small defect near the surface to be passed whereas a larger, centerline shrinkage causes rejection
of the casting.  This example may result in two failures of the desired inspection.  Rejection of a casting
that should not be rejected, since previous work indicates that a large level of discontinuities located in
the center of a casting section may not affect mechanical properties or fatigue structural performance of
the component [3 – 6]. Acceptance of a casting that should not be accepted, since a small discontinuity
near a surface may have a significant effect on fatigue life [4, 7, 8]. Consequently, the design engineer
uses large safety factors, over-specifies the casting making it expensive to produce, or possibly rejects
the use of steel castings altogether [9].

Twelve casting strength/performance case studies were conducted [10] that
demonstrated internal discontinuities such as shrinkage porosity had little effect on the strength
performance of the castings.  However, when discontinuities appeared at the surface, or were brought
there by machining, there was a drop off in strength, particularly if the surface area was in high stress.  It
was thought that different results on the importance of internal casting discontinuities might be obtained if
dynamic loading was considered instead [4].  In dynamic (fatigue) loading, it was observed that internal
discontinuities detected by radiography (considered “unacceptable” by the standards) had little effect on
the service life of the steel castings in the study.  On the other hand, it was found that surface
discontinuities in stress concentration areas had a severe detrimental effect on service life [4].  Another
important outcome was that even the most severe surface indications detected using ASTM E-125
magnetic particle inspection appeared to have less an effect on measured endurance properties than
suggested by notched fatigue data.

In the area of fatigue of cast metals there is significant research investigating material
properties and modeling the durability of castings with discontinuities such as porosity and inclusions.
There is little work found in the literature where integration of casting process simulation, or predicting
the porosity, and durability modeling are studied concurrently.  Life estimation in fatigue analysis is
usually considered in two stages [11, p. 231].  The first of these is the “crack initiation” or “crack
nucleation” stage, and the second is the “crack growth” stage.  Prediction of the duration of the first
stage of “life” for a component is usually performed using the strain-life (or ε-N) approach [11, pp. 93-
117].  This initial stage of life and the strain-life models presented in [11] predict the duration of life to
initiate a crack on the order of 1 mm.  One may use this concept to determine the crack initiation life in a
casting in the presence of porosity by modeling the pore as a notch.  Researchers studying aluminum
castings have treated pores in castings as notches in order to predict the effect of porosity on crack
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initiation life [12], and also the mechanism of crack formation from pores has been investigated recently
[13].

The second stage of fatigue life, the “fatigue crack growth” stage, has a very critical role
in damage-tolerant design life prediction, particularly in nuclear and aerospace applications.  It presumes
the presence of a crack, formed either from fatigue or during manufacturing of the part.  It is applicable
to inclusions and porosity in steel casting.  Not surprisingly, it appears to be the most commonly applied
method used in the literature for analyzing the life of cast components with porosity.  Commonly used
models to predict crack growth arise from the concepts of fracture mechanics, in particular linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM) [11, pp.122-173].  An excellent overview of the use of fracture mechanics
with application to steel castings is given by Jackson [14] from the SCRATA.  Quite recently
Horstemeyer et al. [15-17] have used crack growth fracture mechanics to map failure, optimize part
geometry, and predict fatigue life in aluminum castings in the presence of inclusions, porosity, and
microstructural variations.  Fatigue life investigations for cast metals with porosity by fracture mechanics
approaches are available for a variety of metals and alloys such as titanium [18], nodular cast iron [19],
nickel-aluminum bronze [20].  However, interest in cast aluminum alloys appears to predominate the
literature [15-17,21-24].

Of immediate interest to the reader is the literature available on steel castings.  Modeling
and experimental studies on the effect of steel casting defects and porosity on fatigue life using fracture
mechanics and crack growth models is well summarized by Jayet-Gendrot at al. [25].  Experimental
work on the effect of porosity on the fatigue strength of cast steel reveals that reductions in fatigue
strength of 35% and 50% are observed for “sizes” (areas of cavities) of less than and greater than 3
mm2, respectively, for cast 13 Cr stainless steel [26].  For low alloy steel, fatigue strength reductions
from 8 to 30% were found when shrinkage porosity cavities covered 3 to 7% of the fracture surface
[27].  Heuler et al. [28] present a comparison between the measured fatigue life of test specimens
containing casting defects (porosity and inclusions) and the fatigue life obtained by modeling the
specimen using crack initiation (local strain and stain life concepts) and crack propagation (fracture
mechanics) approaches.   For the crack growth model, Heuler et al. treated the casting defects as 2-D
elliptical cracks having an envelope about the defect, and the defects were considered to be 3-D
notches in the crack initiation model. Heuler et al. [28] found that the crack initiation estimate of life was
more accurate than the fracture mechanics approach.  They found that interpreting the defects as cracks
resulted in too conservative an estimate of the fatigue life. Dabayeh and Topper [21] came to a
somewhat different conclusion for cast aluminum where the local strain approach gave quite un-
conservative estimates of fatigue life, and the crack growth method gave good agreement.

Stephens et al. [29] provide benchmark fatigue property data for nominally sound cast
steels: SAE 003 normalized and tempered (NT), SAE 0050A NT, low alloy C-Mn normalized,
quenched  and tempered (NQT), low alloy Mn-Mo (NQT), and AISI 8630 (NQT).  The specimens
measured were deemed nominally sound, but all five cast steels were reported to contain “the usual
inclusions and porosity.”  An exception was observed in some 8630 specimens that were observed to
have an unusually low reduction in area, but fractographic analysis gave 20% to 30% porosity in those
specimens.  Property data and model parameter data included in [29] are monotonic stress-strain (σ-ε)
behavior, cyclic stress-strain (σ’-ε’) behavior, low cycle fatigue behavior data (provides parameters
needed in strain-life models), and fatigue crack propagation behavior data (provides parameters needed
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in crack-growth models). Prof. Stephens was asked and agreed to participate in the current project to
produce additional fatigue property data for AISI 8630 steel specimens with varying degrees of
porosity in them. Using the data in [29] as base-line “sound” material data, measurements will be made
for the current project using sound and unsound specimens for comparison with prediction and the
measurements made earlier.

4.  CURRENT WORK AND RESULTS

An integrated approach involving both numerical and experimental methods is being undertaken
to meet the objectives of this research project.  Up to this point in the project, work has been
performed on the following items with results example calculations provided.

4.1   Computational Models for Casting Simulation and Stress/Durability Analysis

An improved simulation model has been developed to predict the amount and location of shrinkage
discontinuities in steel castings.  This model has been implemented into a commonly used casting
simulation code, MAGMAsoft [30].  This paper [30] is presented at this T&O Conference, and
provides all model details along with example results; it will not be discussed further here.

Interfaces between existing (commercial) software and a new computational model have been
developed to predict the load-carrying capacity and fatigue durability of steel castings in the presence of
shrinkage discontinuities as presented in Figures 2 and 3.  An existing model is being employed for static
strength based on the porous-metal plasticity theory for stress analysis using FEA in the commercial
code ABAQUS (see Figure 2), which is commonly used in the industry. An interface has been
developed to transfer the porosity field predicted by MAGMAsoft onto the finite element mesh as
outlined in Figure 3 and graphically demonstrated in Figure 4.  Using this integrated model and predicted
distribution of shrinkage discontinuities and base metal properties, the strength and fatigue life of cast
steel products can be predicted.

The approach and methodology used to analyze the casting service performance was developed
at the University of Iowa by Prof. Sharif Rahman and his graduate student Dong Wei for this project.
Their methods are as outlined in [11] for the two stages of fatigue life discussed earlier in the literature
review.  The calculations are outlined in Figures 5 and 6 for the crack initiation and fatigue crack growth
analyses, respectively.  The method used to analyze the static strength is the porous metal plasticity
model available in the ABAQUS software. To test the casting structural performance analysis methods,
a commercial casting with known documented shrinkage in [4] was chosen for static and fatigue
analysis.  This casting and simulation mesh are shown in Figure 7.  Although the casting rigging and
parameters are not given in [4], the internal shrinkage typical of the process is given. A casting rigging
which gives the same internal soundness as reported in [4] was determined and used in casting
simulations.  The static strength testing and simulated results are shown in Figures 8 and 9, where the
internal porosity in the casting is simulated using the ABAQUS porous metal plasticity model.  There is
good agreement up to large displacements in the experimental and simulated results.  This casting is
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reported in [4] to fail at the location of highest stress in static testing, and the porosity does not play a
role.  This observation is typical for all castings presented in [4].

Fatigue predictions using the two methods of life prediction with “known” defects taken from x-
rays in [4] were conducted as outlined in Figures 10 through 12.  Using the x-rays, defects at two
surface locations were identified (nodes A and B).  At node A, a parameteric study was performed
using four sizes of defect 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 mm as shown in Figure 10.  Note that four internal defects
were also identified and analyzed (nodes C, D, E, and F in Figure 10).  The fatigue life at each node
determined by modeling the part loading as given in [4] in ABAQUS and transferring the stress and
strain results to the fatigue calculations.  The fatigue crack initiation life is shown in Figure 11, and the
crack propagation life is shown in Figure 12.  The results showed that using the 0.5 mm diameter defect
at the high stress location gives the best agreement with the test results for the crack initiation model,
followed by the other surface node and the internal node C.  The results change somewhat comparing
the crack growth model results in Figure 12, where the surface node B and internal node C are the
more conservative and better agreeing results.  Following these initial comparisons with known defects,
it was determined that neither method for prediction stood out over the other.  Although, the model
shown in Figure 11 appears to better predict the life at the position of maximum stress (near node A),
and the trend in load versus life is somewhat better.

Based on these initial studies, it was determined to first focus on crack initiation life predictions.
Methods were developed to automate the calculations on the finite element mesh, and a fully integrated
model is demonstrated on an example casting in Figures 13 to 16.  The example casting was actually a
case study casting that was entirely sound as produced, and any porosity data shown in the plots is
purely for demonstration purposes.  Porosity was introduced by manipulating the simulations for
purposes of demonstrating the modeling.  In Figure 13, the stress concentration factor (Kt) field resulting
from the porosity is shown.  In this case, Kt was determined assuming the porosity to be a distribution
of 1 mm diameter pores and standard formulas for holes of uniform spacing were used [31,32]. In
general, Kt can be determined by notch shape and loading type/direction, also it depends on location
(surface, near surface or deep inside).  A more sophisticated approach for determining Kt in the model
should be incorporated in the final version.  From the Kt field, the fatigue notch field (Kf) may be
determined [32] as shown in Figure 14, for the same slice as Figure 13.  Using the approach outlined in
Figure 5 [11], the strain life for crack initiation can be calculated.  For the case of no porosity, Kt and
Kf  are 1, a life distribution throughout the part such as that shown in Figure 15 results.  Considering the
porosity, and using the Kt and Kf fields shown in Figure 13 and 14, respectively, a different life
distribution results which includes a few additional low life “hot spots” as shown in Figure 16.

4.2 Experimental Validations and Effect of Shrinkage Discontinuities

The computational models for casting simulation and stress/durability prediction will be verified with
the experimental data.  Although this part of the project is not completed (scheduled for completion in
February 2003), here is an update on the progress.  Test castings were produced with a range of
soundness as can be detect using normal ASTM radiographic standards.  Figure 17 shows the castings
used to generated the test specimens, and the finished specimen shown in Figure 18 will be machined
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out the test blank castings.  The test casting blanks and rigging are shown in Figure 19.  The predictions
of the “feeding percentage” porosity for the specimen castings are shown in Figure 20, while
radiographs of the specimens are shown in Figure 21.  The shrinkage in the casting is relatively
symmetric about the center of the specimen center length, at the disk location.  The improved porosity
predictor [30] results in a porosity distribution shown in Figure 22; this more closely agrees with the
actual porosity. The two “lobed” appearance in some of the predictions is believed to be an artifact
from interpolation. Radiographs of as-cast and final machined fatigue test specimens (as shown in Figure
23) were taken.  The objective of future work is to validate the shrinkage predictions from casting
simulation model using digital analysis of the x-ray images, and use them to characterize the specimen
soundness. Mechanical tests are presently being performed to validate the predicted strength and fatigue
life from the computational stress/durability model amounts of shrinkage discontinuities.  Following
validation of computational models, further stress/durability analyses will be performed with the model to
evaluate the effect of shrinkage discontinuities on static strength and fatigue properties of cast steel.

4.3 Structural Performance of Mechanical Components and Relationship with
Radiographic Standards

Following discussions with DoD and industrial sponsors and collaborators, representative
production steel casting components typically used in the industry have been selected for study.
Although this work is not scheduled to begin until February 2003, substantial progress has already been
made by identification of participant companies, components, and beginning work on them.  Harrison
Steel Casting Company, Caterpillar, Packer Technologies International Inc., Huron Casting Inc., and
Oshkosh Truck Corp. will be participating.  The shrinkage distribution will be quantified through casting
simulation and x-ray testing. The distribution will then be used as input to the experimentally validated
model for stress/durability analysis. Using this methodology, the mechanical performance of the casting
will be examined.  A limited number of experiments will also be performed to validate the predictions.
The integrated casting simulation/stress/durability analysis method will be used to investigate the effects
of changes in certain casting process parameters (such as riser locations) and component geometry
(such as section thickness) on the service performance of the selected components. The goal is to
achieve more optimized casting processes and component designs.  A quantitative relationship between
service performance and radiographic inspection measures will be established.

5.  CONCLUSION

Presently, designers have no quantitative engineering principles to follow for the selection of a
desired level of casting quality and, consequently, use overly large safety factors or reject the use of
steel castings.  The lack of a precise, structural performance-based standard leads to castings that are
rejected when not necessary, and castings passing radiographic testing when they should not pass. A
method for the analysis of the structural service performance steel castings has been developed, but
much work remains to validate and determine its range of applicability.  From this work and the
modeling tools that will be developed, it is envisioned that engineering guidelines relating casting
soundness to structural performance in service can be developed.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Integrated Design of Steel Castings for Service Performance.
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Figure 3: Overview of software and interfaces for integrating casting soundness and service
performance prediction
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Figure 4: Example of transfer of porosity field filed prediction to FEM mesh for casting
performance analysis
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Calculate Stress Conc. Factor (Kt)

• Ellipsoidal Notch (Internal/Surface)
• Kt from Neuber’s, Eubanks’, and
   Tsuchida’s Formula

Calculate Fatigue Notch Factor (Kf)

• Peterson Formula or Others

( )1 1f tK q K= + −

Calculate Local Stress/Strain Fields

• Linear Rule, Neuber’s Rule,
   Glinka’s Rule

2
fK S e∆ε∆σ = ∆ ∆

Calculate “Crack Initiation” Life

2
(2 ) (2 )f b c

f f fN N
E

ε ′σ∆ ′= + ε

Conduct FEA with No Defects

Nf = ?
Obtain:

,  S e∆ ∆

Figure 5:  Schematic overview of calculation of method used to predict crack initiation life based
on strain-life approach [11]
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Characterize Initial Crack Size (a0)

Calculate Crack Driving Force (SIF)

F = Geom. Factor (Newman-Raju)
σ = Max. principle stress (FEM)

Apply Paris Equation for FCG

Conduct FEA with No Defects

Nf = ?
Obtain:

,  S e∆ ∆ 0 0 ; ellip. crack (internal/surface)a A=

IK F a∆ = ∆σ π

A0 = defect area in the plane
perpend. to max. prin. direction
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= ∆ = =

Calculate “Crack Propagation” Life
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1 1
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Figure 6:  Schematic overview of calculation of method used to predict fatigue crack growth (FSG)
of propagation  life based on fracture mechanics approach [11]
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Load, P

(Fixed BC)

Diameter of Centerline
Shrinkage = 0.0575 in

Figure 7: Hanger casting from [4] used to test casting performance prediction methods

Figure 8: Hanger casting deformed by static strength testing in experiment (above left from
[4]) and under the same loads using FEM analysis

Experiment
FEM Analysis
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Figure 9: Load vs. displacement results of hanger casting from experiment [4] and from FEM
analysis using porous metal plasticity model in ABAQUS
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Surface Defect:
Node A:  Dh = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1 mm; a/b = 1
Node B:  Dh = 5 mm; a/b = 1.33

Internal Defect:
Node C:  Dh = 6 mm; a/b = 1
Node D:  Dh = 2.3 mm; a/b = 1
Node E:  Dh = 1.6 mm; a/b = 1
Node F:  Dh = 2.5 mm; a/b = 1

2a

2b

Dh = 2a

Figure 10: Measured internal shrinkage pores and the defect geometry used to describe them in the
fatigue life predictions
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Figure 11:  Predicted and measured [4] fatigue life for  hanger casting using crack initiation life based
on strain-life approach [11], symbols are shown for test results found at the position of
maximum stress and at defect locations (other areas)
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Figure 12:  Predicted and measured [4] fatigue life for  hanger casting using fatigue crack growth
(FCG) life calculation based on fracture mechanics approach [11], symbols are shown
for test results found at the position of maximum stress and at defect locations (other
areas)
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Figure 13: Stress concentration factor field at a slice through an example casting based on the
porosity field and a pore characteristic diameter of 1 mm
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Figure 14: Fatigue notch factor field at a slice through an example casting based on the
porosity field and a pore characteristic diameter of 1 mm
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Figure 15:  Predicted life of the example casting without considering the porosity in the life
prediction
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Lower life
hot-spot
observed here

Figure 16: Predicted life of the example casting considering the porosity in the life prediction
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Disk Diameters = 1 “

Disk Thickness = 0.2 “

0.4 “

0.3 “

•  One cylinder casting was kept

•  Two sound castings

•  Disks were place at
the center to produce
hot spots

Figure 17: Drawing of rigging and as cast fatigue test specimens of varying soundness

• Dimensions in inches

Figure 18:  Drawing of fatigue test specimens machined from castings
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Casting From Second Round of Test
Specimen Trials

•  Position #6 again does not fill, cold shut

•  radiograph appears clean of shrink

0.2”
Thick0.3”

Thick

0.4”
Thick

Figure 20:  Feeding percentage porosity prediction in test specimen castings

Figure 19:  Fatigue test specimen castings, castings at position 6 had cold shuts in all but one
mold box
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Figure 21:  X-rays of first mold box of test specimens used in fatigue testing
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•  New feeding algorithm results, Porosity Volume %

Position
 #4

•  New feeding algorithm results, Porosity Volume %

position #6

Figure 22:  Porosity predicted using new feeding algorithm
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Figure 23: X-rays of selected fatigue test specimens demonstrating the range of soundness
produced




